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Abstract. Because of the large mass, heavy quarks (charm and bottom)5

are predominately created through initial hard scatterings in heavy-ion6

collisions at RHIC and the LHC. They are suggested to be an important7

tool for studying the properties of the Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) pro-8

duced in heavy-ion collisions. In these proceedings, we report on the pro-9

duction of various open heavy-flavor hadrons and quarkonia in Au+Au10

collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV from the STAR experiment.11
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1 Introduction13

Measurements of heavy flavor production (open heavy-flavor hadrons and quarko-14

nia) are an important tool for studying the properties of the QGP formed in15

relativistic heavy-ion collisions. The modification of their distributions in trans-16

verse momentum (pT ) due to energy loss and in azimuth due to anisotropic flows17

is sensitive to heavy-quark dynamics in the partonic QGP phase [1, 2].18

In these proceedings we present measurements of the D0 nuclear modification19

factors and elliptic flow in Au+Au collisions from STAR, and compare to similar20

measurements for light-flavor hadrons. The Λ±
c and D±

s production are presented21

to study the coalescence mechanism for charm quark hadronization. The mea-22

surements of open bottom production through the reconstruction of their dis-23

placed decay daughters (B → J/ψ,D0, e) are performed to test the mass depen-24

dence of parton-medium interactions in the QGP. The strong J/ψ suppression in25

heavy-ion collisions has a complicated interpretation as not only color-screening,26

but also the cold nuclear matter effects and the regeneration mechanism play a27

role. Υ measurements are a cleaner probe of the color-screening effect at RHIC28

energies and the suppression pattern of different bottomonium states will help29

to constrain the temperature of the medium. The J/ψ measurements as well as30

the Υ are also presented in these proceedings.31

2 Nuclear modification factors for D0
32

Figure 1 left panel shows the D0 RAA, which is the yield ratio between Au+Au33

and p+p scaled by the number of binary collisions [3]. From low to intermediate34

pT region, the D0 RAA shows a characteristic structure which is qualitatively35
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Fig. 1. (Left) D0 RAA in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV for different centrality

bins. (Right) D0 RCP with the 40–60% spectrum as the reference.

consistent with the expectation from model predictions in which charm quarks36

gain sizable collective motion during the medium evolution. In order to take ad-37

vantage of the precision of the Au+Au spectra and avoid the large uncertainties38

from the p+p baseline, we construct the RCP which is the yield ratio between39

central and peripheral Au+Au collisions. The right panel shows the D0 RCP for40

different centralities as a function of pT with the 40–60% centrality spectrum as41

the reference. The measured D0 RCP in central 0–10% collisions shows a signif-42

icant suppression at pT > 5 GeV/c. The suppression level is similar to that of43

light-flavor hadrons and strange mesons and the suppression gradually decreases44

from central to mid-central and peripheral collisions, similarly as RAA. The D0
45

RCP for pT < 4 GeV/c does not show a modification with centrality, in contrast46

to light-flavor hadrons. Calculations from the Duke group and the Linearized47

Boltzmann Transport (LBT) model match the data well [5, 6], while the im-48

proved precision of the new measurements is expected to further help constrain49

the theoretical model calculations.50

3 Ds/D
0, Λc/D

0 yield ratios51

Figure 2 left panel shows the Λc/D
0 yield ratio as a function of pT for the 10–52

80% centrality class. The values show a significant enhancement compared to53

the calculations from PYTHIA. The model calculations which include coales-54

cence hadronization of charm quarks can qualitatively reproduce the pT depen-55

dence [7–9]. However, one needs measurements at low pT to further differentiate56

between different models. The middle panel shows the measured Λc/D
0 ratio57

as a function of Npart in 3 < pT < 6 GeV/c. There is a clear increasing trend58

towards more central collisions while the value in the peripheral collisions is59

comparable with the measurement in p+p collisions at
√
sNN = 7 TeV from60

ALICE [10]. The right panel shows the Ds/D
0 ratio for two centrality classes.61
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There is a strong enhancement compared to the PYTHIA fragmentation with62

no significant centrality dependence [11].63

Fig. 2. (Left) Λc/D
0 ratio as a function of pT for the 10–80% centrality class. (Middle)

Λc/D
0 ratio as a function of Npart in 3 < pT < 6 GeV/c. (Right) Ds/D

0 ratio as a
function of pT for the 0–10% and 10–40% centralities.

Besides the D0, Ds and Λ±
c , STAR also has performed measurements of D±

64

in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. With these various charmed hadron65

measurements, the total charm quark cross section per binary nucleon-nucleon66

collision was obtained as listed in Table 1. The total cc cross section per binary67

nucleon-nucleon collision in Au+Au collisions is consistent with that in p+p68

within uncertainties. However, as demonstrated by the Λc/D
0 and Ds/D

0 yield69

ratios, the charm hadrochemistry is modified in heavy-ion collisions compared70

to p+p collisions.71

Table 1. Total charm cross-section per binary nucleon-nucleon collision at midrapidity
in Au+Au and p+p collisions at 200 GeV.

Charm Hadron Cross Section dσ/dy(µb)

Au+Au

D0 41 ± 1 (stat) ± 5 (sys)
D+ 18 ± 1 (stat) ± 3 (sys)

(10-40%)
D+

s 15 ± 1 (stat) ± 5 (sys)
Λ+

c 78 ± 13 (stat) ± 28 (sys)
total cc 152 ± 13 (stat) ± 29 (sys)

p+p total cc 130 ± 30 (stat) ± 26 (sys)

4 D0 elliptic flow (v2) and directed flow (v1)72

Figure 3 left panel shows STAR results showing a large non-zero v2 for D0
73

mesons [12], which clearly follows the Number of Constituent Quarks (NCQ)74

scaling similarly as light flavor hadrons below pT of 1 GeV/c as shown in the75

middle panel. This suggests that charm quarks gain significant flow trough inter-76

actions with the medium. The v2 is compared to various model calculations and77
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in particular the 3D viscous hydrodynamic model calculation can reproduce the78

results for pT < 4 GeV/c. The other transport models with charm quark diffu-79

sion in the medium are consistent with the data when incorporating a diffusion80

coefficient (2πTDs) in the range of 2 ∼ 5 around Tc [13].81

Fig. 3. D0 elliptic flow v2 vs pT (Left) and the test of NCQ scaling (Middle) for D0

and light-flavor hadrons. (Right) D0 directed flow v1 vs rapidity.

The D-meson directed flow v1 is expected to be sensitive to the initial tilt82

of the bulk medium, while the difference between D0 and D0 is suggested to be83

sensitive to the initial electromagnetic field. Figure 3 right panel shows the first84

observation of a non-zero D-meson v1 slope which is much larger than that of85

kaons. The v1 values measured separately for D0 and D0 are consistent within86

uncertainties. Future measurements with improved precision are needed to in-87

vestigate the potential influence of the electromagnetic field on the v1 values [14].88

5 Measurements of RAA for B-decayed J/ψ, D0 and e89

The STAR Heavy Flavor Tracker (HFT) provides the capability of using the90

impact parameter method to distinguish the daughter particles from decays of91

Bottom hadrons. Figure 4 shows the RAA of B→J/ψ, D0 and e. Strong suppres-92

sions for B→J/ψ and B→D0 at high pT are observed. The production of B→e93

is less suppressed than that of D→e with a significance level of about 2σ, which94

is consistent with the expectation of mass hierarchy of parton energy loss [15].95

6 Measurements of J/ψ productions in Au+Au collisions96

Figure 5 shows the J/ψ RAA reconstructed through the di-muon channel us-97

ing the Muon Telescope Detector (MTD) as a function of pT in Au+Au colli-98

sions [16]. As can be seen the J/ψ production is suppressed across the whole pT99

range. The suppression at low pT is likely due to the combination of the cold100

nuclear matter (CNM) effect, the regeneration and the dissociation in the QGP.101

With increasing pT the CNM effects are expected to diminish. The relative con-102

tribution from the b-hadron decays increases with pT , and the suppression level103

of J/ψ originating from these decays is expected to be smaller than that of the104

prompt J/ψ. The centrality dependence of the J/ψ suppression is shown in the105
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Fig. 4. RAA of different daughter particles from decays of B-hadrons including B →
J/ψ, B → D0 and B → e.

right panel. The RAA decreases from peripheral to central collisions. Comparing106

the Au+Au measurements at
√
sNN = 200 GeV to the Pb+Pb measurements at107 √

sNN = 2.76 TeV from the LHC [17, 18], the STAR result shows more suppres-108

sion in central and semi-central collisions, which is likely due to a smaller con-109

tribution from regeneration caused by the lower charm production cross-section110

at the RHIC energy. Models taking into account dissociation and regeneration111

can reasonably describe the data [19–21].112

Fig. 5. (Left)J/ψ RAA as a function of pT in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV.

(Right) J/ψ RAA as a function of Npart in Au+Au collisions, compared to that in
Pb+Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV and model calculations.

7 Measurements of Υ productions in Au+Au collisions113

Figure 6 shows the Υ (1S) and Υ (2S+3S) RAA as a function of Npart in Au+Au114

collisions from the combined dielectron and dimuon results. The RAA shows a115

decreasing trend from peripheral to central collisions for both Υ RAA, while the116

Υ (2S+3S) are more suppressed than Υ (1S) in the most central collisions. This117

is consistent with the “sequential melting” expectation. The data are also com-118

pared with two model calculations. In the Rothkopf model [22] the Υ behavior119

in the QGP medium is described using a complex potential from lattice QCD120
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Fig. 6. Υ (1S) and Υ (2S+3S) RAA as a function of Npart in Au+Au collisions, compared
to two model calculations.

calculations and there is no CNM or regeneration effects. While in the Rapp121

model [23], both CNM and regeneration effects are taken into account. These122

two models can describe well the measurements for the Υ (1S) and Υ (2S + 3S)123

in mid-central and central collisions.124

8 Summary125

We have presented the recent measurements of various open heavy-flavor hadrons126

in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV utilizing the HFT at STAR. We have127

also reported on the measurements of the J/ψ and Υ productions in Au+Au128

collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV enabled by the MTD.129
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